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About This Game

Energy Shock is a card game that you can only play one card per turn. It has a very unique combat mechanic,combines card
strategy with roguelike and also generates a personality summary report for each of your choices in the game at the end of each

adventure.

Key Features:

Card: 
The round initially gets 4 cards in hand, only play one card per turn, draw new card after you play all the handcard.

Battle:
The combat mechanism integrates the attack and the movement. Both the player and the enemy stand on the horizontal
grid, and the attack moves forward. If the enemy is injured, then move backward. You need to formulate a strategy
according to the distance between you and the enemy.

Talent: 
After the level is upgraded, you can choose a rich talent to improve your combat effectiveness.

Procedural generation: 
 The monsters and mysterious events generated by the program will give you a different experience for every adventure.

Legends: 
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Whenever the adventure is over, the bard will commemorate your legend by creating a song for you based on every
choice you take on your adventure.
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Title: Energy Shock
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Meowtoy Games
Publisher:
Meowtoy Games
Release Date: 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 1.7+ GHz or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512M or higher

English,Simplified Chinese
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